
PROBATE PROCESS
❖ Probate property → property transferred via will or intestacy
❖ Non-probate property → inter vivos trusts; POD & TOD contracts; life insurance, joint tenancy

➢ Nonprobate property is nontestamentary which means it’s a transfer of property at death from a decedent
to another WITHOUT the need for a probate proceeding… nonprobate transfers on death are governed
my UPC 6-101

❖ Three Functions
➢ (1) providing evidence of transfer of title to ensure its marketability; (2) protect creditors; (3) distribute

decedent’s property to those intended
❖ Procedures

➢ Opening Probate → law where decedent was domiciled AT DEATH governs personal property
(domiciliary jurisdiction); law where real property is governs THAT property (ancillary jurisdiction)

❖ UPC 3-301 informal probate. → PR petitions for appt w/o notice; provides will & swears its validity & notice
interested parties

❖ UPC 3-401 formal probate. → litigated juridical determination of a question/ claim regarding the estate

INTESTACY or “what happens if you don’t have a will?”
❖ When the decedent leaves no will, the probate estate passes by intestacy
❖ UPC 2-102 → share of spouses

➢ UPC gives surviving spouse strong preference in intestate succession
❖ UPC 2-103 → share of heirs other than surviving spouse

➢ If there’s no surviving spouse, the following individuals receive in order
❖ UPC 2-105 → no taker

➢ If there’s no taker, the estate passes to the state
❖ UPC 2-106 → representation
❖ UPC 2-109 → advancements

➢ Advancements have to be declared in writing as so or a writing leads to otherwise believing it was an
advancement

❖ Unmarried cohabitating partners? Uniform Laws are still looking towards developing economic rights by way
of intestacy

❖ Generally → after spouse’s share is set aside, children & descendants of deceased children take remainder to the
exclusion of everyone else

❖ Systems of Representation
➢ English Per Stirpes (“By the Stacks”)

■ Vertical equality: each line of descent treated equally
➢ Modern Per Stirpes

■ Estate is divided equally at the first generation in which there are living takers… still goes to
generations below to be divided if the generation of “living” is not living

➢ Per Capita at Each Generation 1990 UPC
■ Horizontal equality: each taker at each generation is treated equally

● Start like modern per stirpes & with the first member of a generation that is alive. Then
with the lines that don’t have a generation at that point, pool the total for division

❖ You can disinherit by a negative will
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CHILDREN OF ADOPTION
❖ UPC does NOT require formal adoption for children to inherit from parents… they only have to establish that

there was a parent-child relationship

NONPROBATE SUCCESSION
❖ Will Substitutes

➢ Revocable inter vivos trust (*discussed in longer essay on trust*)
➢ Life insurance

■ Term life insurance → contract obligates insurance company to pay the named beneficiary if the
insured dies within the policy’s term

■ Whole life insurance → contract that obligates the insurance company to pay the named
beneficiary when the insured dies

➢ Payable on death bank accounts
➢ Transfer on death securities accounts
➢ Pension & retirement accounts

■ Defined benefit plan → employee receives an annuity (recurring payment)
■ Defined contribution plan → employee owns a specific account & controls investment &

distributions to retirement
■ Individual retirement account → subjected contract between account holder & custodial

institution

LIMITS ON FREEDOM OF DISPOSITION
★ SPOUSAL ELECTIVE SHARE
❖ Marital Property Systems

➢ Separate property → no automatic sharing of earnings; whatever spouse earns or acquires is his or hers
■ Protection against disinheritance provided through elective share

➢ Community property → property earned or acquired during marriage is community property
■ No elective share, because each spouse owns all earnings during marriage in equal, undivided

shares
➢ Must the surviving spouse accept a life estate?

■ UPC → once elective share is determined, spouse “charged” with value of all other interests
received under the will. If the amount does not add up to the elective share, the spouse can get
the rest pro rata from other devises.
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■ If testator dies without spouse in will, spouse either takes (support theory) or doesn’t (partnership
theory)

❖ Calculations
➢ UPC 2-202 provides an elective share of the surviving spouse is 50% of the value of the

marital-property portion of the augmented estate
➢ UPC 2-203; CALCULATING AE: (1) sum of the decedent’s net probate estate; + (2) the decedent’s

nonprobate transfers to others; + (3) the decedent’s nonprobate transfers to the surviving spouse; + (4)
the surviving spouse’s property & nonprobate transfers to others

❖ RIGHTS OF SPOUSE OMITTED FROM WILL
➢ RE Premarital WIll

■ UPC 2-301 → most states allow for omitted spouse to take intestate share, unless there is
evidence to show that omission was intentional, the will states that it should remain as-is
regardless of subsequent marriage, or testatoe provided for spouse outside of the will in lieu of in
will

■ UPC 2-302 → governs omitted children

CHANGES IN PROPERTY AFTER EXECUTION
❖ Specific v. General Devise

➢ Specific: real/ personal property
➢ General: cash gifts

❖ Ademption
➢ When a devise of real or personal property was sold or given away between the will execution & death

of testator
■ Devisee has no claim to property that is no longer devisable
■ UPC 2-606: Nonademption of Specific Devises

● Intent theory: devisee may be entitled to replacement property or the value of that
property if the devisee can show that the testator did not intend ademption

❖ Satisfaction
➢ Applies when a testator makes an inter vivos transfer to a devisee after a will’s execution
➢ There’s a presumption of satisfaction if the testator is parent of devisee & gift is of similar nature to that

devised by the will
❖ Abatement

➢ If an estate does not have enough funds to pay of all debts & devises, shares will be abated (prorated) to
pay off debts

➢ Absent an abatement clause, usually abated in this order: (1) residuary clauses reduced first; (2) general
devises reduced second, & (3) specific & demonstrative devices are last & reduced pro rata

INTENT
1. Intent to create a scheme of disposition of one’s property
2. The intent to comply with the formalities of the execution of a will
3. The intent to ‘make a will’ - the finality of intention to transfer at death

★ These are not necessarily the same thing, although there may be substantial overlap
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WILLS
1. FORMALITIES OF A WILL

a. WILLS ACT
i. Traditional wills require (1) a writing (2) signed at its foot by the testator & (3) the signatures of

two attesting witnesses who signed in each other’s presence & in the presence of the testator,
having witnessed either the testator’s signature or acknowledgement.

b. UPC 2008
i. Will requires (1) writing (2) signature (3) signature of two attesting witness OR having the will

notarized
c. FUNCTIONS OF FORMALITIES

i. Evidentiary function → supply satisfactory evidence to the court
ii. Channeling function → standardization of form simplifies administration

iii. Ritual/ cautionary function → the performance of some ceremony for the purpose of impressing
the transferor with the significance of his statements

iv. Protective function → safeguarding the testator (lawyers generally keep the original copy)
2. QUESTIONS FOR A WILL

a. Authenticity
b. Voluntariness
c. Interpretation (language of the will)

i. Uncertainty about what language means
ii. Issues of staleness

3. IS THERE A WILL?
a. YES

i. IS THERE MORE THAN ONE WILL? → if there are multiple wills, was the first will
properly revoked?

1. UPC 2-507 → by executing a subsequent will or by performing a revocatory act
a. Revocatory act → burning, tearing, canceling, obliterating, or destroying the will

or any part of it.
2. DRR (dependent relative revocation) → allows a revoked will to be revived when

revocation of that will was conditioned upon the validity of the new will
a. Requires a VALID REVOCATION that is

i. E.g.,, a new will, codicil, or act (tearing/ canceling)
b. Premised on a CONDITION

i. E.g., that a new will will be valid; that a previous will will be revived; that
a person is no longer able to take

c. But the condition is NOT realized, so the revocation is IGNORED
i. E.g., old will is not revived; new will is not valid or not valid to

accomplish the purpose; or mistake of fact such as friend not having
predeceased

d. DRR is LIMITED to situations in which there is proof that the revocation was
conditioned on what ultimately is a mistake of law/fact. By IGNORING the
revocation, we are closer to achieving the purpose even though it may not have
been what they exactly wanted

3. UPC 2-509 → revival of revoked will
a. Wills that were previously revoked remained revoked until revived
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ii. ARE THERE EXECUTION ISSUES? -- what’s been executed under the will or codicil?
1. Republication by codicil → the will updates by codicil… interested witness can’t serve as

a witness to the execution of the codicil
2. Incorporation by Reference (UPC 2-510) → any writing in existence when a will is

executed may be incorporated by reference if the language of the will manifests this
intent & describes the writing sufficiently to permit its identification

3. Uniform Testamentary Additions to Trusts Act (UPC 2-511) → standard mechanism for a
pour-over trust

4. Tangible Personal Property (UPC 2-513) → a will may refer to a written statement or list
to dispose of items other than money; describing with reasonable certainty

5. Acts of Independent Significance (UPC 2-512) → permits a testator to effectively change
the disposition of his property without changing a will

iii. WHAT IS THE STATUS? VALID WILL?
1. PLAIN MEANING RULE -- applies only to the interpretation of the language of the will

& inquiry is only undertaken when we in fact have a validly executed will
a. Refraining to the 4 corners of the will; we can’t admit oral declarations of the

testator concerning intent that represent an alternative to a written rule
i. Where the evidence does not alter, but merely explains, the dispositive

language of the will, it is NOT in conflict with the PMR
1. Fraud, duress, undue influence invalidates the entire will
2. Acts of independent significance
3. Resolving latent ambiguities

ii. As with substantial compliance, courts have adopted forms of ad hoc relief
from the harshness of PMR

1. No longer distinguishing between latent & patent ambiguity
2. Falsa demonstratio non nocet; remove misdescription & see if

remaining language fulfills the testator's needs
iii. UPC 2-805 fits in here

iv. CAPACITY & INTENT → was there capacity & intent to make a will?
1. Concept of the ambiguity → what type of ambiguity is at issue in the call to question?

a. Patent ambiguity → evident from the face of a will
b. Latent ambiguity → when the terms are applied to the facts

2. INTENT -- Are any of the formalities missing? If so, what is the jurisdiction following --
strict compliance or substantial compliance or a UPC jurisdiction? *UPC may be a
function of substantial compliance -- one foot in the door one out depending on court*

a. STRICT COMPLIANCE
i. No extrinsic evidence allowed

ii. Follows traditional framework… regarding electronic media, this needs to
be addressed legislatively

iii. Signature may be any mark by the testator or the testator’s direction &
intended by the testator as a signature

iv. To alleviate harshness on witnesses, courts have adopted two tests
a. Line of sight → if testator were to look at witnesses, he/she

would see them
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b. Conscious presence → testator through sight, hearing, or
general consciousness of events, comprehends that the
witness is signing

v. UPC 2-502 loosens two witnesses requirement of SC
1. Witnesses don’t need to be mutually present & may sign within a

reasonable time of witnessing the testator’s signature
2. Notarized wills are permitted

b. SUBSTANTIAL COMPLIANCE → court may deem a defectively executed will
as being in accord with statutory formalities if there is clear & convincing
evidence that the purposes of those formalities were served

c. UPC 2-503 HARMLESS ERROR→ court may excuse as harmless error any
defect in execution if the decedent’s intent is proven by clear & convincing
evidence (this section has NOT been widely adopted nor received extensive
interpretation in the courts)

i. Gibbs → mixing names but testator clearly intended to give to his intent
ii. THIS IS WHERE COURT LOOKS AT INTENT

d. SPECIAL CASES
i. FALSA DEMONSTRATIO NON NOCET → a way to reform a will

without calling it reformation
1. You remove misdescription & see if remaining language fulfills the

testator’s needs … you’re only looking at the language of the will
though

2. Arnheiter case → changing the house number because testator
didn’t own property but did two houses down

3. Primary purpose → making sure the testator’s intent is not
frustrated

ii. UPC 2-805 → permits reformation to cure mistakes when it can be shown
by clear & convincing evidence where there is mistake of fact or law →
different from FALSA because extrinsic evidence to determine intent is
ALLOWED

3. CAPCITY
a. Mental Capacity → capable of knowing & understanding in a general way the

nature of their property, the disposition, etc
b. Lucid Intervals → if the testator has lucid intervals, they can make a valid will

while they’re lucid
c. Insane Delusion → Delusion to which testator adheres despite all evidence &

reason
d. FRAUD

i. Fraud → wrongdoer knowingly or recklessly made a false representation
to the donor about a material fact that was intended or left the donor to
make the transfer than they would have otherwise

ii. Fraud in the Execution → person intentionally misrepresents the character
or contents of the instrument signed by the testator, which doesn’t in fact
carry out testator’s intent
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iii. Fraud in the Inducement → Misrepresentation causes the testator to
execute or revoke a will, to refrain from this act, or to include particular
provisions in the wrongoer’s favor

v. Interpretation/ undue influence? → what were the circumstances?
1. Undue Influence → influence exerted over the donor overcame the donor’s free will &

caused the donor to make a donative transfer that the donor would not have otherwise
made

a. Circumstantial Evidence that: (1) donor was susceptible, (2) wrongdoer had
opportunity, (3) wrongdoer had disposition too exert undue influence, (4) there
was a result

2. Duress → wrongdoer threatened to perform or performed a wrongful act that coerced the
donor into making the transfer that they wouldn’t have done otherwise

vi. Staleness → has the testator given away property in the will? Are there funds that were
given away? Has the beneficiary died?

1. DEATH OF BENEFICIARY BEFORE DEATH OF TESTATOR; LAPSED DEVISE
a. Common Law of Lapse

i. Specific or general devise → devise falls into residue
ii. Residuary devise → heirs of testator take by intestacy

iii. Class gift → surviving members of the class divide the gift
iv. Void devise → if devisee is already dead, devise is void & CL rules apply

b. Antilapse; Deceased Devisee; Class Gifts (UPC 2-605)
i. If a testator devises a gift to a person in his will & the devisee predeceases

the testator, the anti-lapse statute will allow the gift to pass on to the
devisee’s descendants rather than force the gift to pass through intestacy

1. Using the term “if he survives me” is not a sufficient expression of
contrary intent. Antilapse statute applies.

2. Issue of deceased devisee has to survive the testator by 120 hours
vii. Elective share

1. Abatement → proportional reduction of the shares of beneficiaries under a will if the
estate assets are not sufficient to pay the shares in full

b. NO
i. Goes to intestacy

4. REGARDING HOLOGRAPHIC WILLS
a. Governed by UPC 2-502
b. Holographic wills must be written by testator & signed by testator

i. Signature → in almost all states permitting holographs, the will may be signed at the end, at the
beginning, or anywhere else on the face of the document … if not signed at the end, there may be
doubt about whether the decedent intended his name to be a signature

ii. Regarding handwriting
1. First generation: “Entirely written, signed, & dated”
2. Second generation: “Material provisions”
3. Third generation: “Material portions” & extrinsic evidence allowed
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TRUSTS

1. CREATION OF A TRUST
a. Intent by the settlor to create a trust; ascertainable beneficiaries (unless charitable trust, which must

have a charitable purpose) who can enforce the trust; specific property, the res, to be held in trust; & if
the trust is testamentary or is to hold land, then to satisfy the Wills Act or Statute of Frauds the trust
must be in writing

b. Taxonomy of the disposition
i. Inter vivos or testamentary?

ii. Revocable or irrevocable?
1. Settlor’s Powers (UTC 603) → to the extent a trust is revocable, a trustee may follow a

direction of the settlor that is contrary to the terms of the trust
2. Revocation or amendment of revocable trust (UTC 602) → settlor may revoke or amend

trust by substantial compliance, later will or codicil that expressly refers to the trust, or
any method of clear & convincing evidence that show’s settlor’s intent

iii. Mandatory or discretionary distributions?
1. Pure Discretionary Trust → trustee has absolute discretion over distributions to the

beneficiary
a. Creditor of a beneficiary has no recourse against beneficiary’s interest in trust

2. Support trust → trustee required to make distributions as necessary for beneficiary’s
needs

a. Insulates the trust property from some but not all of the beneficiary’s creditors
(child, spouses, & suppliers of necessities)

c. Disposition of the res
i. Is there a remainder or reversionary interest?

ii. A potential problem with the rule against perpetuities, where in force?
d. Spendthrift provisions, effects on alienability & attachment, special creditors

i. UTC 502: Spendthrift trusts → beneficiary can’t alienate their interests in a trust & even if trust
executor has to give mandatory payments to Mr. X, the creditor cannot get to his money. You
need a spendthrift clause included!

1. beneficiary cannot voluntarily alienate their interest & creditors cannot attach
distributions, even for mandatory distributions (no Hamilton order)

a. Trusts generally assumed to be spendthrift unless otherwise stated
2. Spendthrifts often violate public policy because they allow rich people to avoid creditors.

For example:
a. Tort claimants can’t touch them even if they need damages
b. Child support pierces the spendthrift but only from interest & not principal
c. Alimony is unclear
d. Federal Taxes → IRS can get federal taxes through spendthrift trusts

ii. UTC 503: Exceptions to Spendthrift Provision
1. Provision is unenforceable against (1) a beneficiary’s child/spouse/ former spouse where

there’s a court order for support; (2) judgment creditor who has provided services for the
protection of a beneficiary’s interest; (3) claim of this State or US to the extent a statute
provides; (4)

iii. UTC 504: Discretionary Trusts; Effect of Standard
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1. Four Types
a. Pure discretionary trusts → do whatever the hell you want
b. Spray trust → can choose amounts within divisions
c. Sprinkle trust → can put income back into principle
d. Support trust → education, specific support

e. Modification or termination
i. UTC 411. Modification of noncharitable irrevocable trust

1. If the settlor & all beneficiaries consent, the court has to approve the change even if it’s
inconsistent with the material purpose…. Doesn’t apply to irrevocable trusts created
before or revocable trusts that become irrevocable before the date of this amendment

2. Claflin doctrine (UTC 411) **MODIFICATION OF PRIVATE TRUSTS** → consent of
all the beneficiaries & not contrary to a material purpose of the settlor

ii. UTC 412 Equitable deviation → petitioner must show unanticipated change in circumstances
that:

1. Will defeat or substantially impair accomplishment of the purposes of the trust; or
2. Will further the purposes of the trust

iii. UTC 413 → Cy pres **MODIFICATION OF CHARITABLE TRUSTS** → if a charitable
trust’s purpose becomes illegal, impossible, or impracticable, a court may direct application of
the property to another purpose that is within the settlor’s general charitable intent

1. Also available when purpose becomes wasteful → used when the amount of property
held in trust exceeds what is needed for the particular charitable purpose to such an extent
to consider continued operation wasteful

Private Trust Charitable Trust

Purpose For the benefit of a an ascertainable
beneficiary

For the benefit of a charitable
purpose (UTC 405(a))

Modification Claflin doctrine deviation Cy pres doctrine deviation

Enforcement Beneficiaries State Attorney General

2. THREE KINDS OF TRUSTS IN PRACTICE
a. Business trusts for commercial deals → created for a commercial purpose such as organizing a mutual

fund or facilitating asset securitization
b. Revocable trusts for nonprobate transfers → commonly used as a will substitute for conveying property

at death outside of probate
c. Irrevocable trusts for ongoing fiduciary administrations → administration of property by a trustee in

accordance with the settlor’s intent. Increasingly, the trustee of such a trust is a fee-paid professional
3. BENEFICIARY PRINCIPLE (UTC 402(a)(3))

a. A trust HAS to have a definite beneficiary or is a charitable trust, trust for the care of an animal, or a
trust for a non charitable purpose

4. ORAL TRUST (UTC 407)
a. Trusts can be created orally as long as they’re established clear & convincingly

5. FUNCTIONS OF TRUSTEESHIP
a. Custodial → taking custody of the trust property & property safeguarding it
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b. Administrative → accounting & recordkeeping as well as making tax & other required filings
c. Investment → reviewing the trust assets & making & implementing a prudent investment program
d. Distribution → making distributions of income or principal to the beneficiaries
e. Duties of Trustee → loyalty, prudence, impartiality, duty to inform & account

i. Uniform Prudent Investor Act
6. INCAPACITY: PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

a. Conservatorship → court appointed conservator similar to that of trustee
b. Revocable trust → successor trustee can act on trust property immediately & without judicial

involvement
c. Durable power of attorney → agent authorized to act with respect to any of the principal’s property, but

only while principal is alive
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